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1 Introduction

In a thought provoking and prescient Facebook post, the Rev. Drew Collins writes,

“I refuse to be an ex o�cio marriage registrar (which is what a clergyman

is doing when he signs the license) for a jurisdiction that allows same-sex

unions out of the concern — which I believe to be justi�ed in light of

recent court decisions — that I could then be accused of discrimination. I

don’t want anything to do with the license from a jurisdiction licensing

same-sex unions.”
1

Is Collins being an alarmist, overstating the case, falling victim to some logical

error? Or is he wisely extrapolating the trajectory of civil marriage for clergy?

Collins’ concerns are also mine. Pennsylvania — my state of residence — became

the 19
th

to license same-sex marriages on May 20
th

2014. U.S. District Judge John E.

Jones, declaring Pennsylvania’s marriage protection laws unconstitutional, shows his

legislative bent in his judicial role when he writes,

“In future generations, the label same-sex marriage will be abandoned, to

be replaced simply by marriage. We are a be�er people than what these

laws represent, and it is time to discard them into [sic] the ash heap of

history.”
2

In addition to Pennsylvania and 32 other states, another four have stayed en-

forcement of existing laws, de facto legalizing same-sex marriage.
3

�at nearly 3/4s

of states have accepted same-sex marriage as a legal reality is an indicator of the

outcome for the rest of the country.

How ought ministers of word and sacrament — who, when called upon to o�ciate

at weddings, also function as o�cers of the court — to think about these things? �is

paper suggests that they should no longer function as o�cers of the court with respect

to marriages, at least in those states where same-sex marriages are either de jure or

de facto permi�ed.

2 Basic Issues

Before seeking to demonstrate that the issue at hand is serious and the consideration

of it necessary, it’s necessary to be clear about a few terms and ideas.

2.1 Parameters

• �is paper is not:

1
Reformed Episcopal Clergy Discussion and Prayer Group, facebook.com/groups/186549848033583/

permalink/804640542891174.

2
edition.cnn.com/2014/05/20/us/pennsylvania-same-sex-marriage. �ough the ruling could have been

appealed, the Commonwealth decided not to do so.

3
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Same-sex marriage in the United States.

1

http://www.facebook.com/groups/186549848033583/permalink/804640542891174
http://www.facebook.com/groups/186549848033583/permalink/804640542891174
http://edition.cnn.com/2014/05/20/us/pennsylvania-same-sex-marriage
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Same-sex_marriage_in_the_United_States


2. Basic Issues

– about homosexual sin, or heterosexual sins; it is assumed that the reader

has a biblical perspective on these topics.

– a�empting to describe a pastoral theological position on marriage.

– concerning itself with the full scope of religious freedom.

– about the relationship between church and state per se.

• �is paper is meant to be generally applicable:

– for Christians, whether Protestant, Catholic, or Orthodox.

– in all contexts (domestic or foreign) in which ministers are permi�ed to

function on behalf of the state in the solemnization of marriage, even

though I concern myself only with Pennsylvania law.

2.2 De�nitions

Marriage: Chapter 11 of the Consolidated Statutes of the Commonwealth of Penn-

sylvania (hereina�er “Statutes”) de�nes marriage as “a civil contract by which

one man and one woman take each other for husband and wife.”
4

�is will

function as the essential de�nition of marriage in this paper unless otherwise

noted.

Same-sex marriage: �e right of two people of the same sex to legally marry, and

to obtain the legal bene�ts conferred by marriage.
5

Same-sex marriage has

become a topical issue in the arena of civil rights.
6

Some readers will object to

the use of the word “marriage” when referencing the union of homosexuals. In

the afore-de�ned legal sense of marriage as “a civil contract” administered by

the state, the term “same-sex marriage” is legitimate and necessary.

Common-law Marriage: �e Statutes do not recognize common-law marriages

that were contracted a�er January 1, 2005.
7

�e implication of this law is that

one must obtain a marriage license in Pennsylvania, in order to obtain the legal

rights and privileges of marriage.

Church: Refers generally to the visible body of professed followers of Jesus in all its

varied forms, usually with the assumption of a serious grasp of and faith in the

Holy Scriptures and the God whom they reveal.

4
Statutes, Title 23, Part II, Chapter 11, § 1102. Additionally, Statutes explicitly state that “It is hereby

declared to be the strong and longstanding public policy of this Commonwealth that marriage shall be

between one man and one woman. A marriage between persons of the same sex which was entered into in

another state or foreign jurisdiction, even if valid where entered into, shall be void in this Commonwealth.”

(Statutes, Title 23, Part II, Chapter 17, § 1704, emphasis mine).

5
I do not know what e�ect, if any, the federal court’s �nding is having or will have on the status of §§

1102 and 1704.

6
See more at dictionary.�ndlaw.com/de�nition/same-sex-marriage.html.

7
Statutes, Title 23, Part II, Chapter 11, § 1103. A common law marriage is one in which the couple

lives together for a period of time and holds themselves out to friends, family and the community as “being

married”, but never go through a formal ceremony or get a marriage license. See family.�ndlaw.com/

marriage/common-law-marriage.html.

2

http://dictionary.findlaw.com/definition/same-sex-marriage.html
http://family.findlaw.com/marriage/common-law-marriage.html
http://family.findlaw.com/marriage/common-law-marriage.html


2.3. License Issuance

State: Generally refers to 1any legally established political community, whether

kingdom, federation, country, state, county, borough, city, department, etc.

Solemnize, Perform: �ese words are used equivalently of the act or ceremony

that seals the civil contract of marriage a�er the necessary license is issued by

state authority.

2.3 License Issuance

In Pennsylvania, licenses are issued by the Department of Health.
8

�e various

forms, certi�cates, and fees are administered by each county, which county in turn

monthly provides the speci�ed portion of the fees and the appropriate documents to

the Department of Health.

Licences are issued to all applicants who ful�ll (i.e., do not fail) the statutory legal

criteria. �e criteria have to do with age restrictions, consanguinity, being under the

in�uence of drugs or alcohol, and mental competence. �ey do not address the gender

of applicants.
9

2.4 Marriage Solemnization

�ere is a distinction between the issuance of a license and the solemnization of

a marriage. “No person shall be joined in marriage in this Commonwealth until a

marriage license has been obtained.”
10

�e issuance of a license permits the joining

in marriage (the Department of Health issues licenses), but is not the same thing as

the joining in marriage (the Department of Health does not perform marriages).

Who may perform marriages? �e Statutes specify that the parties permi�ed to

solemnize a marriage fall under three classes.

• Representatives of the authority of the state

– Serving, former, and retired justices, judges, and magisterial district judges

of the Commonwealth.
11

– “Active or senior judge(s) or full-time magistrate(s) of the District Courts

of the United States for the Eastern, Middle or Western District of Penn-

sylvania.”

– “Active, retired or senior bankruptcy judge(s) of the United States Bank-

ruptcy Courts for the Eastern, Middle or Western District of Pennsylvania

who are resident(s) of this Commonwealth.”

– “Active, retired or senior judge(s) of the United States Court of Appeals

for the �ird Circuit who are resident(s) of this Commonwealth.”

8
In some states, it is the Probate or Family Court system.

9
�e pertinent portions of the Statutes are Title 23, Part II, Chapter 13, §§ 1302, ¶ b, and 1304 ¶¶ b – e.

10
Statutes, Title 23, Part II, Chapter 13, § 1301, ¶ a.

11
Numerous restrictions apply. For example, the justice or judge must be resident in Pennsylvania,

must not have been defeated for reelection, and must be free of certain kinds of legal charges.

3



3. Church and State

– “Mayors of any city or borough of this Commonwealth.”
12

• Clergy: “Minister(s), priest(s) or rabbi(s) of any regularly established church or

congregation.”

• Marrying parties: Interestingly, the parties themselves may solemnize their

own marriage by religious ceremony without o�ciating clergy.
13

At the heart of this exploratory paper is this fact: in Pennsylvania, as in most

other commonwealths, states, territories, and jurisdictions, clergy o�ciating at a

marriage are functioning as o�cers of the court and representatives of the state.
14

3 Church and State

As mentioned previously, this paper is not about the relationship between church

and state per se. Nevertheless, since Pennsylvania and other U.S. states authorize an

unbiblical form of marital partnership, there is a con�ict between the institutions of

the church and the state.

More especially, to the extent that the church complies with the state’s laws

contrary to God’s word regarding marriage, it is a complicit accessory with that

government’s authorizing of such partnerships. �e church must reckon with the

implications of this existing relationship.

3.1 Grist for the Mill

Collins’ above mentioned post (page 1) succinctly lays out his concerns and his

decision.

“I will no longer sign a marriage license issued by my state but will

instead require any couples whose weddings I o�ciate . . . to �rst be

married by a civil o�cial before I conduct the religious wedding.

I seriously considered engaging in civil disobedience — adopting a

policy of publishing the banns
15

three weeks prior to the wedding and

then marrying prospective couples anyway without regard as to whether

or not they had a civil license and leaving it up to them to obtain the

license if they wanted it and the bene�ts that accompany it.”

He notes that he was prevented from the course of civil disobedience by the Book

of Common Prayer and ecclesiastical law. He names two speci�c impediments.

12
Generally the same restrictions apply as those stipulated for serving, former, and retired justices,

judges, and magisterial district judges. See footnote 11.

13
See Statutes, Title 23, Part II, Chapter 15, § 1503.

14
Statutes, Title 23, Part II, Chapter 15, § 1504.

15
In Anglican tradition, the banns are a notice read out on three successive Sundays in a parish church,

announcing an intended marriage and giving the opportunity for objections.

4



3.2. Principles

• Book of Common Prayer: A rubric requires that “the laws respecting Matrimony,

whether by publishing the Banns in churches, or by License, being di�erent in

the several States, every Minister is le� to the direction of those laws, in every

thing that regards the civil contract between the parties.”

• Regulations

– “Ministers of this Church shall be careful to observe the law of the State

or Province governing the civil contract of marriage in the place where

the service shall be performed, and they shall conform to the laws of this

Church governing the solemnization of Holy Matrimony.”
16

– “�e Clergy shall ascertain that the man and woman, parties to the mar-

riage, have a valid marriage license.”
17

He concludes his post with this note.

“I am a priest under authority and while the extent to which I care

whether or not the government of my state has licensed a marriage that I

o�ciate has been dramatically diminished by this foolhardiness, I have

to respect the law of the Church. I will still require that a couple have

been granted a marriage license but will have no part in signing the same.

I would very much like to see the Canons (of his denomination) modi�ed

to remove any references to the laws of the State.”

3.2 Principles

�e impediments Collins cites apply to all Anglicans, as far as I can tell. �e prin-

ciples he exposes apply to all Christians; high or low church, denominational or

congregational.

Starting with a minister’s relationship to the church, the following principles are

suggested.

• All ministers of word and sacrament are bound by the authority of their ec-

clesiology. If of free church tradition, then perhaps only one’s conscience is

authoritative. If in a denomination, then such documents as Constitutions,

Canons, or Books of Church Order apply. If of a congregational structure, then

the binding documents would be bylaws and the like.

• All ministers — assuming that they are indeed followers of Jesus — are subjects

of King Jesus and are therefore primarily bound to be loyal to Him and the laws

of the Kingdom of God.
18

Regarding a minister’s relationship to the state, these principles are suggested.

16
Canon 34, Section 1, Reformed Episcopal Church.

17
Title III, Canon 7, Section 3, Article 4, Anglican Church in North America.

18
“Whether it is right in the sight of God to listen to you rather than to God, you must judge, for we

cannot but speak of what we have seen and heard” (Acts 4:19–20).
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4. Implications

• All ministers are citizens or subjects of a state and are therefore bound by

Scripture to be obedient to the state to the extent that such obedience is not

contrary to the law of God.
19

• As citizens or subjects, ministers may be subject to the disapprobation of

their society, should it be determined they are functioning in a way that it is

contrary to the laws of the land. �at is, ministers are not exempt from public

condemnation or legal repercussions.

4 Implications

Sadly, the church long ago lost the initiative in addressing the issue of this paper.

�e loss of strategic impetus began when the church stopped talking about God’s

intended roles for individuals, married couples, the church, and society. Especially

withdrawing from public discussion about family and marriage, the church turned the

ethical �eld of ba�le over to sociologists, psychologists, and TV personalities. Now,

even the churches members have a di�cult time intelligently talking about marriage,

divorce, sex outside of marriage, courtship, and related topics.

As same-sex marriage became a substantial concern, the church had lost the

underpinnings of a thoughtful and compelling biblical world-view. It’s world-view

(assuming it had one) had already become too eroded for a timely, meaningful, or

uni�ed response. �e evangelical church has largely done nothing but protest using

a statistics and rhetorical references to the “traditional family”. Ethical discussions

are usually comprised of unde�ned concepts of natural law and a vague notion of a

Judeo-Christian ethic, an ethic only a few can de�ne and even fewer take seriously.

When it speaks it all, the church’s “voice” usually sounds shrill and bigoted.

And at the same time that the church was ceding the moral high ground, same-sex

marriage advocates quickly and with strategic brilliance occupied the abandoned �eld

of ba�le. �ey have taken the moral high ground in the public forum by turning the

issue into a civil rights/social justice ma�er, rather than an ethical one.

As at the outset of this paper, I ask again, is this too pessimistic a view of things?

I don’t think so.

While the �rst signs of di�culty started long ago, when the Supreme Court

struck down the Defense Of Marriage Act (DOMA), the landscape became even more

ominous. Using language such as “injure”, “bare . . . desire to harm a politically

unpopular group”, and “improper animus or purpose”, the Supreme Court asserted

that when Congress adopted DOMA, it had expressed

19
“Let every person be subject to the governing authorities. For there is no authority except from God,

and those that exist have been instituted by God. �erefore whoever resists the authorities resists what

God has appointed, and those who resist will incur judgment. For rulers are not a terror to good conduct,

but to bad. Would you have no fear of the one who is in authority? �en do what is good, and you will

receive his approval, for he is God’s servant for your good. But if you do wrong, be afraid, for he does

not bear the sword in vain. For he is the servant of God, an avenger who carries out God’s wrath on the

wrongdoer. �erefore one must be in subjection, not only to avoid God’s wrath but also for the sake of

conscience” (Romans 13:1–5).

6



4.1. Anti-discrimination

“the avowed purpose and practical e�ect of . . . impos[ing] a disadvantage,

a separate status, and so a stigma upon all who enter into same-sex

marriages”.
20

Behind the lo�y language, the Supreme Court was saying that Congress was

bigoted, hostile and discriminatory, only interested in harming a particular group.

�e changes in (or refusals to prosecute) the laws regarding marriage in 3/4s of

U.S. states should cause the church to seriously ponder what is in store for her. It is

not an overstatement to say that the storm clouds on the horizon are real and they

are comprised of at least two sorts of legal concerns: discriminatory actions, and

terroristic hate speech.

4.1 Anti-discrimination

�e �rst area is the application of anti-discrimination laws to the ma�er of same-sex

marriages. �ere are two particularly interesting cases of which I am aware.

Maine

“Notaries public in Maine who o�ciate weddings of opposite-sex couples and refuse

to marry same-sex couples could be subject to a claim of discrimination under the

Maine Human Rights Act, according to the Maine Secretary of State’s o�ce.”
21

Granted that notaries public are state o�cials and employees of their governments.

Yet, legally considered, what sort of distance is there between the ex o�cio functioning

of clergy and the o�cial functioning of a notary public?

New Mexico

More philosophically clear and therefore even more disturbing is the case of Elane
Photography, LLC v. Vanessa Willock in the New Mexico Supreme Court. In that

case, the New Mexico Supreme Court upheld the application of the state’s anti-

discrimination law to a wedding photography business that had refused to photograph

a same-sex commitment ceremony. It was held that in New Mexico, most businesses

may not refuse service to gay and lesbian couples . . . even though the people who own

or operate the business might harbor religious objections to same-sex relationships.
22

�e court wrote:

“�ere is a lesson here. In a constitutional form of government, personal,

religious, and moral beliefs, when acted upon to the detriment of someone

else’s rights, have constitutional limits. One is free to believe, think and

20
Supreme Court slip opinion United States v. Windsor, 570 U.S. (June 26, 2013), Docket

No. 12-307, § IV, p. 20. See an extended citation in Appendix ’B’, page 11.

21
bangordailynews.com/2012/12/12/news/same-sex-marriage-law-means-notaries-cant-discriminate-

in-performing-weddings, last accessed 2014-10-10

22
verdict.justia.com/2013/09/04/new-mexico-supreme-court-anti-discrimination-law-to-wedding-

photographer. Last accessed 2013-09-07.
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4. Implications

speak as one’s conscience, or God, dictates. But when actions, even

religiously inspired, con�ict with other constitutionally protected rights

. . . then there must be some accommodation.”

And again,

“At its heart, this case teaches that at some point in our lives all of us must

compromise, if only a li�le, to accommodate the contrasting values of

others. A multicultural, pluralistic society, one of our nation’s strengths,

demands no less. One is free to think, to say, to believe, as they wish; they

may pray to the God of their choice and follow those commandments in

their personal lives wherever they lead . . . But there is a price, one that

we all have to pay somewhere in our civic life.
23

One may think anything one likes. However, one may not act according to one’s

thinking. In essence, the court is saying that the o�cial religion of our “multicultural,

pluralistic society” may and sometimes must dictate one’s actions, even if it may not

dictate one’s thoughts, speech, or prayers. �is isn’t quite Orwellian, but it is close

enough to give one pause!

4.2 Hate Speech

Hate speech is,

“any speech, gesture or conduct, writing, or display which is forbidden be-

cause it may incite violence or prejudicial action against or by a protected

individual or group, or because it disparages or intimidates a protected

individual or group.”
24

One may object to the New Mexico �nding by saying that the gap between the

conduct of business and the business of the church is unbreachable in the United

States. Perhaps — and perhaps not. �e gap between church and state certainly hasn’t

been broad enough in Sweden and England to prevent the application of hate speech

laws to those who simply give voice to their opinions.

Sweden

Pastors who have spoken clearly about homosexuality have been accused of hate

speech in several countries.
25

One such example is that of Åke Green, a Swedish

Pentecostal pastor who was prosecuted (though later acqui�ed) under Sweden’s law

against hate speech, because of critical opinions on homosexuality in his sermons.
26

23
In �e Supreme Court Of �e State Of New Mexico, August 22, 2013, Docket No. 33,687, ¶¶ 86 & 91.

24
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hate speech.

25
See “Dershowitz: Hate Speech Laws a ‘Dangerous Trend’ ” (newsmax.com/Newsfront/hate-speech-

laws-First-Amendment-Dershowitz/2014/05/08/id/570277).

26
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Åke Green.
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England

Another example — caught on �lm — was the arrest of American Pastor Tony Miano

in England, while preaching on the streets. It’s important to note that the arrest was

not for public preaching. �at’s legal. Rather, it was because someone in the audience

felt o�ended and called the police. �e police terminated his sermon, albeit cordially,

and took him in for further discussion.
27

5 Final �oughts

5.1 �e Heart Of �e Matter

Same-sex marriage is already positioned as a civil rights movement. �is clever

approach, evoking both legal and emotional complexities, obfuscates issues of law,

ethics, and sociology and ignores theology altogether.
28

�ose who oppose same-sex marriage are painted as homo-phobic, bigoted,

narrow-minded, discriminatory, and uneducated.
29

For those for whom mere rhetoric

su�ces, these charges alone are adequate to deny opposing voices a hearing. And, as

mentioned above, even if the church should obtain a just hearing, it o�en has li�le to

say that is biblical, winsome, and clear.

We must be very clear about what is really at stake if we are hoping for a biblically

clear and winsome message. At state are neither the church-state relationship, nor

political machinations, nor legal cunning.

At stake are the ethics of the kingdom of God, the imago dei, biblical anthropology,

and what it means to follow Jesus. While politics and law have their place, that place

must remain subordinate to the authority of God and His revelation.

5.2 Tentative Solution

I’m of a mind with Collins. Let the church get out of the business of “civil marriage”

altogether, something that the Catholic church is already discussing actively.
30

�is thinking is not new. Germany, for example, has a state church, unlike the

United States. Nevertheless, it still has a clear line of demarcation between the

27
“Christian Preacher Tony Miano Arrested In Wimbledon For ‘Homophobic’ Sermon” (hu�ngtonpost.

co.uk/2013/07/05/american-preacher-arreste n 3549537.html, last accessed 2014-10-10). I listened to the

sermon on the referenced page and Miano did not speak in a way that would be considered even vaguely

hateful, vicious, or disrespectful. In fact, he was gracious, calm, and patient. Incidentally, there’s a

wonderful li�le segment with a young lad handing out tracts and talking about worshipping Jesus.

28
�e civil rights movement was in essence theological. Not always Christian — Mahatma Ghandi being

a “guru” of non-violent protest — it was still a movement appealing to some sort of objective and universal

ethical authority. Same-sex marriage’s foundation is atheistic or agnostic, denying an unchangeable,

objective source of ethical authority outside of onesself. See the related First �ings article: �rs�hings.com/

web-exclusives/2014/07/why-gay-rights-are-not-the-new-civil-rights.

29
See www.tolerance.org/LGBT-CRM and www.washingtonpost.com/blogs/post-politics/wp/2014/04/

08/is-gay-rights-a-civil-rights-issue-two-lawyers-from-opposite-ends-of-the-ideological-spectrum-say-

yes.

30
See Archbishop Chaput’s comments here: www.freerepublic.com/focus/religion/3225239/posts?

page=6.

9
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5. Final Thoughts

formal and legally binding solemnization of marriage executed by the state, and an

informal, optional, and not legally binding religious ceremony. Note carefully. �e
civil ceremony is mandatory, not optional. Indeed, German Christians o�en commence

living together as husband and wife a�er the civil ceremony at the Standesamt31
well

before they have a church ceremony.
32

5.3 Only �e Beginning

Pastorally, the consideration of the topic of this paper is only the start. We will also

need to think through how to instruct and council our people about their relationship

to society concerning this topic.

How should a �nancial counselor respond to a same-sex couple’s request for

investment council? Should a Christian a�end a same-sex wedding? What do those

who are in the “wedding industry” (photographers, event planners, bakers, musicians,

disk jockies, etc.) respond? As the New Mexico and Maine cases demonstrate, these

are not theoretical questions.

31
“registry o�ce”.

32
For instance, see germany.info/Vertretung/usa/en/05 Legal/02 Directory Services/04 Family

Ma�ers/Marriage in Germany.html and the U.S. Army’s instructions to its personnel regarding marriage

in Germany, www.imcom-europe.army.mil/sfac/documents/Married%20in%20Germany.pdf.
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Appendix A—Additional Stories

I intend to gather additional stories, references, legal cases, and other material in this

section.

• “Farm owners �ned for saying no to lesbian wedding”. Note that the Gi�ords

o�ered their property for the reception, though not the wedding.

– www.washingtontimes.com/news/2014/aug/19/ny-farm-owners-�ned-13000

-refusing-host-lesbian-w

– www.washingtonpost.com/national/religion/farm-owners-�ned-for-saying-

no-to-lesbian-wedding/2014/08/19/1cfe5ca2-27dd-11e4-8b10-7db129976abb

story.html

Appendix B—Supreme Court Strikes Down DOMA

�is is an extended quotation from Supreme Court slip opinion United States v.

Windsor, 570 U.S. (June 26, 2013), Docket No. 12-307, § IV, p. 20–21, cited on

page 7.

“DOMA seeks to injure the very class New York
33

seeks to protect.

By doing so it violates basic due process and equal protection principles

applicable to the Federal Government.

�e Constitution’s guarantee of equality “must at the very least mean

that a bare congressional desire to harm a politically unpopular group

cannot” justify disparate treatment of that group.

In determining whether a law is motived by an improper animus or

purpose, “[d]iscriminations of an unusual character” especially require

careful consideration.

DOMA cannot survive under these principles. �e responsibility

of the States for the regulation of domestic relations is an important

indicator of the substantial societal impact the State’s classi�cations

have in the daily lives and customs of its people. DOMA’s unusual

deviation from the usual tradition of recognizing and accepting state

de�nitions of marriage here operates to deprive same-sex couples of the

bene�ts and responsibilities that come with the federal recognition of

their marriages. �is is strong evidence of a law having the purpose and

e�ect of disapproval of that class. �e avowed purpose and practical

e�ect of the law here in question are to impose a disadvantage, a separate

status, and so a stigma upon all who enter into same-sex marriages made

lawful by the unquestioned authority of the States.”

33
New York is the state in which the original case being appealed was started. Edith Schlain Windsor,

the executor of the estate of her “spouse” �ea Clara Spyer, sought a refund of estate taxes paid to the I.R.S.

by the estate, taxes that would not have been levied upon a heterosexual married couple. Together for over

40 years, Windsor & Spyer were legally married in Toronto, Canada in 2007, two years prior to Spyer’s

death from multiple sclerosis.
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